Dear IFEA Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to present this report as IFEA President –Elect.

Since May 2014 my initial focus of duties was to finalise the accounts and paperwork as my former position as Treasurer for the new Treasurer Dr Catherine Ricci.

My prime focus however has been the gradual and continuing work in progress of updating of the IFEA website, which Past President Dr Joe Maggio, tirelessly set up and managed until his retirement.

It’s been a learning experience for me working with the web managers Officite and I thank them for their diligence in acting on the information that I provide for them. The aim with the site is to not only be a source of information for future IFEA events, current news, policies, documents and reports but to also retrieve and archive as much as is possible, historical IFEA documentation and events including past Jean Marie Laurichesse Research Award recipients, and past recipients of the IFEA Education Grant so that this information is not lost.

I encourage Society members who haven’t yet done so, to forward their Society logo’s and web addresses so that links can be established to their web pages. The website would not be possible without the generous sponsorship of B&L BIOTECH, for which I thank on behalf of IFEA.

In conclusion it’s always a pleasure to work with you the member Associations and the hard working IFEA executive colleagues, Prof. Sam Dorn, Prof. Luke Sung Kyo Kim, Dr Catherine Ricci and Dr Patrick Bogaerts, for the betterment of IFEA and promoting endodontics world wide.

I look forward to being of continuing service to IFEA in the future.

Yours sincerely,

Mark Wotzke
President –Elect